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   Osimetric analysis of lens shielding 
 

      Radiation therapy is a good treatment for primary 
orbital lymphomas. Lens shielding with electrons will scale 
back the danger of best cataracts in patients undergoing 
treatment for superficial tumors. This work evaluates the 
dosimetric effects of a suspended eye protect, placement of 
bolus, and ranging negatron energies. Careful choice of 
negatron energy and thought of bolus effects area unit 
required to account for negatron scatter beneath a lens 
protect. Craniospinal irradiation may be a important part in 
treating medulloblastoma.  

 
Each effort ought to be created to decrease the 

actinotherapy connected facet effects, particularly with the 
presently accessible 3D conformal actinotherapy coming up 
with system. Lens dose may be a concern throughout the 
treatment of facial lesions with anterior negatron beams. 
Lead shielding is habitually used to scale back lens dose 
and minimize late complications. the aim of this work is 
twofold: 1) to live dose profiles beneath large-area lead 
shielding at the lens depth for clinical negatron energies via 
film dosimetry; and 2) to assess the accuracy of the top 
treatment coming up with system in calculative doses 
beneath lead shields. First, to simulate the clinical pure 
mathematics, EBT3 film and four cm wide lead shields were 
incorporated into a Solid Water phantom. 

 

With the lead protect within the phantom, the film was 
positioned at a depth of zero.7 cm below the lead, whereas 
a variable thickness of solid water, simulating bolus, was 
placed on prime. This pure mathematics was reproduced in 
Pinnacle to calculate dose profiles victimisation the pencil 
beam negatron algorithmic rule. The measured and 
calculated dose profiles were normalized to the central-axis 
dose most during a homogeneous phantom with no lead 
shielding. The ensuing measured profiles, functions of bolus 
thickness and incident negatron energy, may be wont to 
estimate the lens dose beneath numerous clinical situations. 

 
   These profiles showed a minimum lead margin of zero.5 cm 

on the far side the lens boundary is needed to protect the lens 
to ≤ 100 percent of the dose most. Comparisons with Pinnacle 
showed an even overestimation of dose beneath the lead 

protect with discrepancies of ~ twenty fifth occurring close to the 
protect edge. This discrepancy was found to extend with 
negatron energy and bolus thickness and reduce with distance 
from the lead edge. 

 
Monofocal lenses, unlike the natural lens of the eye, can it can 

look scary, but it isn’t cancer. The growth might spread Thus, 
the top negatron algorithmic rule isn't counseled for estimating 
lens dose during this state of affairs. The film measurements, 
however, provide an affordable estimate of lens dose from 
negatron beams and for clinicians to assess the lead margin 
needed to scale back the lens dose to an appropriate level. Ten 
kids with recent identification of high risk medulloblastoma were 
enclosed. They were subjected to tomography of the brain and 
spine alongside CSF biology three weeks once surgery. They 
were subjected to fixation, typical simulation, followed by CT 
simulation. The scans are transferred to the treatment coming 
up with system. The brain, canal, and completely different 
traditional tissue were printed. Once the calculated eye lens 
dose within the risk assessment is on top of fifteen mSv 
annually, an employee is to be classified as a class a 
employee.  

 
The most important cluster of concerned employees is found 

in interventional radiology and medical specialty. Incidentally, 
employees in different fluoroscopy guided procedures, 
medicine, and veterinary observe, non-destructive testing and 
atom production can even be exposed to high dose levels. The 
adequate system for individual observance of the attention lens 
dose depends on exposure conditions. Where employees area 
unit exposed to an identical gauge boson beam, the full body 
measuring device may be expected to allow an affordable 
estimate for the attention lens dose. associate example of this 
example is found in non-destructive testing, wherever the gap is 
typically giant and also the field of force is uniform. because of 
aspects like the short distance and also the use of protecting, 
matters for interventional procedures is additional advanced. 
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